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Abstract.
modelling the analog mars exploration rover Phoenix II by
existing solutions, the material assortment and strength
analyses. The paper ends with the results of the verification
study including conclusions.
PROTOTYPOWA PLATFORMA MOBILNA
Streszczenie.

prototypu eksploracyjnego

weryfikacyjnych wraz z wnioskami.
1. Introduction
Phoenix II is an analog Mars rover built as a project in Application of Methods of Artificial
Intelligence Student Research Group at the Silesian University of Technology. The rover was
built with the intention to participate in international rover competitions, i.e. European Rover
Challenge [1] or University Rover Challenge [2]. The idea of such competitions is to design
and develop a new generation of Mars/Moon rovers. Such kinds of rovers are supposed to freely
traverse demanding desert terrain, as an exploration platform they are equipped with
manipulator and probe laboratory, giving access to remote analysis of objects and possibility of
simple analysis of geological samples [3]. One of the most important subsystems of the rover
is a mobile platform.
2. The solution overview
Bearing in mind the current state of art in this area, it can be noted that quite new design
solutions are elaborated, guaranteeing a very high level of mobility of the platform [4].
However, many of the solutions are still based on the well-known rocker-bogie suspension
system [5], [6]. It can be seen as the variations of the original one. The idea of a rocker-bogie
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one end of the rocker a wheel is attached, while on the other end, the bogie is mounted on
a joint. Bogie is a frame with two wheels mounted, with possibility of free one-axis rotation in
regard to rocker. Two sides of the suspension are connected through a pitch averaging
mechanism, which provides fine balance. Rocker-bogie is a six wheeled chassis capable of
traversing rough terrain using an efficient high degree of mobility suspension system (Fig. 1).
Improving the performance of a simpler four wheel rover has also been explored [4]. Rockerbogie type construction provides approximately equal pressure on each wheel, while keeping
all the wheels on the ground even on uneven surfaces. This creates superb traction and
maneuverability. However, one of the major disadvantages is the rotation of the mechanism
regardless the conditions. Providing an individual motor to every single wheel causes arise in
costs and complexity of the design.

a) HAL-062 reverse rocker-bogie rover [5]
-062 o podwoziu rocker-bogie

b) Curiosity rocker-bogie rover by NASA [6]
b) Podwozie rocker-bogie azika Curiosity
opracowane przez NASA [6]

Fig. 1 Examples of different configurations of rocker-bogie Martian Rovers
Rys.
rocker-bogie
3. The project assumptions and the material assortment
e construction,
which would be lightweight and modular at the same time. Since all the conditions set are tough
to achieve, certain compromises had to be made. The solution fulfilling all of the key-driving
conditions was a rocker-bogie type chassis. The variation of reversed rocker-bogie including
pitch averaging mechanism [4] was chosen due to its fine load distribution, as analytical models
have shown [8]. The construction is modular welding has been avoided in order to enable an
easy exchange of i.e. aluminum profiles. The main body was built from universal aluminum
profiles, enabling rapid assembly and disassembly of modules, perfectly fitting into the idea of
the European Rover Challenge competition, demanding the use of various modules for specific
tasks. The frame of the chassis has been built from 6005-A aluminum alloy due to vast
availability of semi-finished products and satisfactory durability of this particular alloy. Fused
Deposition Modeling (FDM) 3D printing technology was used to create dozens of elements
both the ones carrying load (i.e. cycloidal gearboxes) and the ones almost completely unloaded
(i.e. spacers).
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Fig. 2 The Phoenix II rover during the ERC 2019 contest
Rys. 2
4. Strength analysis
The entire construction was carefully analyzed using Finite Element Method (FEM) [7],
giving deep insight into the state of load and deformations, and at the same time giving
a possibility to cut out spare material under little or no load. However, FEM analyses were
backed by dynamic simulations of the rover and analytical models [8] complex static
calculations and basic dynamic computations. Not only did the usage of FEM allow
confirmation of basic analytical mechanical models, but also made it possible to locate
unexpected stress concentration areas is the complex model of the entire chassis. As shown in
Fig. 3, the most critical load situation shown in dynamic simulations in CoppeliaSim [9] was
regarded, including heavy dynamic overload and reaction forces while turning. This particular
overload simulation was regarded when it comes to the mechanical design. Furthermore, the
load state was backed by security factor k=2.

a)
a)

Von Mises stress distribution

b) Displacement distribution

Rys. 3
dynamicznego
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The FEM analysis (Fig. 3) faces test results well except for the bogie mount, where
a deformation occurred due to minimization of the security factor, resulting from strict mass
limits the team had to fulfill. It may be concluded that the construction presented in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 is far from the optimal load carriage. It is the result of the usage of standard off-the-shelf
components, as well as the modular concept of designing the chassis, resulting in simple
implementation of improved parts.
5. Verification study and conclusions
When it comes to the comparison of the accurate digital model and real chassis, three major
issues occurred during tests and competition. First of all, very early tests highlighted that due
to many variables the chassis had issues turning in its original concept without steering
wheels. As a result, they were rapidly prototyped using the 3D printing technology with the
mechanism based on cycloidal gearboxes. Secondly, after the assembly of all the components,
it turned out that certain contacts in real corpse of the rover were not as stiff as assumed in the
FEM analysis. Therefore the construction had to be reinforced with 5 mm aluminum sheet.
Finally, at the initial stage of the design, a certain mass of all the components had to be assumed
with a specific margin. Eventually, the construction weighted 15 kgs more than expected. On
account of the exceeded mass, the dynamic load has significantly grown, exceeding loads
accepted in the durability analyses. As a result, concentration of stress has heavily grown in
sheets fixing the bogie, causing them to bend. Other observations have shown proper behavior
of the chassis fine grip to the ground on different kinds of demanding terrain bumpy sand
or plentiful rocks, satisfactory stability on steep hills even
appropriate mobility and superb behavior on different mass distribution on the body. To sum
satisfactory to the entire team, bearing in mind the fact the entire process cogitation, analytical
models, dynamic simulations, modeling, verification, execution and tests were included in less
than year.
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